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SUMMARY
Most strength grading machines on the European market use an average
modulus of elasticity (MOE), estimated on a relatively large distance along a
wood member, as the indicating property (IP) to bending strength. The
accuracy of such grading machines in terms of coefficient of determination is
rather low at R ≈ 0.5. This research is motivated by a desire to increase the
accuracy of the strength grading in the industry today. The aim of the present
study is to contribute knowledge of local variation in bending stiffness/MOE
with high resolution and thus locate weak sections due to stiffness reducing
features (the most important is knots) for structural timber.
The present study introduces three methods that involve structural dynamics,
classical beam theory and optical measurement to assess local wood stiffness.
Specifically:


The dynamic method, in which a wood member is treated as an ordinary
physical structure and the local stiffness is studied by exploring its
dynamic properties.



In Method II, a bending MOE profile is established based on local fibre
angle information. The local fibre orientation is detected through high
resolution laser scanning based on the tracheid effect.



For Method III, a bending MOE profile is established using surface
strain information under four-point bending. A high resolution strain
field is obtained using the digital image correlation (DIC) technique.
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From the present study, the two latter methods are more favourable in
evaluating the local stiffness within a piece of structural timber. Moreover, the
study reveals that the established bending MOE profiles using the two latter
methods, i.e. based on information of the local fibre angle and surface strain,
agree reasonably well. However, for some patterns of knot clusters, the local
bending MOE, calculated on the basis of fibre angles, is significantly higher
than the local bending MOE estimated on the basis of surface strain.
Keyword: digital image correlation, fibre angle, high resolution, laser
scanning, local stiffness, MOE profile, mode shape curvature, strain field,
strength grading, structural timber, tracheid effect
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SAMMANFATTNING
De flesta av de utrustningar för hållfasthetssortering som utnyttjas på den
europeiska marknaden använder ett medelvärde på elasticitetsmodulen
(MOE), beräknat på en relativt stor längd av en sågad planka, som indikativ
parameter (IP). Sådan hållfasthetssortering ger en noggrannhet i termer av
≈ 0.5, vilket är ganska lågt. Arbetet i denna studie
förklaringsgrad på
motiveras av en önskan att öka noggrannheten i hållfasthetssorteringen. Syftet
med denna studie är att bidra med kunskap om lokala variationer i
böjstyvhet/MOE med hög upplösning och att lokalisera veka snitt (där kvistar
är den viktigaste försvagande faktorn) för konstruktionsvirke.
Den aktuella studien introducerar tre metoder som omfattar strukturdynamik,
klassisk balkteori och optisk mätning vid bedömningen av lokal styvhet i
materialet. Specifikt:


Metod I, där den lokala böjstyvheten studerades genom de dynamiska
egenskaperna såsom egenfrekvens och modform.



Metod II, där en MOE profil beräknas på basis av information om lokala
fibervinklar på ett virkesstyckes ytor. Den lokala fiberorienteringen mäts
med högupplöst laserskanning baserad på den så kallade trakeideffekten.



Metod

III,

där

en

MOE-profil

fastställdes

med

hjälp

av

töjningsinformation för en hel flatsida av en planka belastad med konstant
böjmoment. Det högupplösta töjningsfältet erhölls med hjälp av teknik
för Digital Image Correlation (DIC).
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Studien visar att de två sistnämnda metoderna är mycket lämpade för att
utvärdera den lokala styvheten i ett virkesstycke. Dessutom visar studien att de
MOE-profiler som togs fram med hjälp av de två sistnämnda metoderna,
vilka baseras på information om lokala fibervinklar och töjningsfältet på ytan,
stämde överens för större delen av virkesstycket. För visa kvistgrupper kan
dock den lokala böjstyvheten högre med metoden baserad på fibervinklar.
Nyckelord: Digital image correlation, fibervinkel, laserskanning, lokal styvhet,
MOE-profil,
töjningsfält,
hållfasthetssortering,
konstruktionsvirke,
trakeideffekt
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TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Characteristic value
Generally, value of a material or product property having a prescribed
probability of not being attained in a hypothetical unlimited test series. This
value generally corresponds to a specified fractile of the assumed statistical
distribution of the particular property of the material or product. For strength
properties, modulus of elasticity (MOE) and density the fractile is the 5thpercentile. For MOE and density, the mean value is also a characteristic value
(cited from 1.5.4.1 in EN 1990:2002 E and cf. 3.1 in EN 384:2010 E).
Timber population
Timber for which the characteristic values are relevant (see 3.1 in EN
338:2009 E).
Grade determining property
Mechanical or physical property for which a particular value of that property
should be achieved for the material to be assigned to that grade, e.g. bending
strength, mean MOE and density for the strength classes of EN338 (see 3.5
in EN 14081-2:2010 E).
Indicating property (IP)
Measurement or combination of measurements is determined by the grading
machine, which is closely related to one or more of the grade determining
xi

properties. For grading machines which compute and predict values of the
grade determining properties directly from numerous measuring devices, the
indicating property may be a predicted value of a grade determining property
(see 3.6 in EN 14081-2:2010 E).
Settings
Values of the parameters used to set grading machine to grade timber, which
are mathematically related to the indicating property (see 3.8 in EN 140812:2010 E).
Strength class/ strength grade/ Grade
Result of the classification of timber based on one or more grade determining
properties (see 3.5 and 3.11 in EN 14081-1:2005 E).

xii

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
RELATED TO STIFFNESS
MOE

Modulus of elasticity. Used in this thesis to generally describe the
stiffness property of a piece of structural timber.

Longitudinal stiffness of wood in the direction of a tracheid. In
Method II, this also means the stiffness parameter along a wood
fibre in the local coordinate system.

In Method II, it is the stiffness parameter along the main direction
of the wood member, obtained through the laser scanning and
material property transformation on a point wise base, i.e.
= ( , , ).

In Method II and III, it represents the MOE valid for bending of
the wood member, estimated on a cross-sectional base. It is only a
= ( ).
function of position , i.e.

Represents the cross-sectional bending stiffness of the wood
member, estimated on a cross-sectional base, in Method II and III.
=
( ).
It is only a function of position , i.e.

xiii
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Wood as a building material
Wood as a building material has many advantages. It has a very high strength
to weight ratio, making it low-cost and efficient for manufacturing, transport
and construction. In general, people think that wood is naturally beautiful in
colour, lustre and texture and offers excellent visual appeal and aesthetic
quality. Best of all, wood is sustainable. Wood is the only building material
used in large quantities that originates from a natural and renewable resource
– the forest. The forest is renewable in that much of the growth input is
sunlight, carbon dioxide and water, which will be converted by the trees into
oxygen and carbohydrates through so-called photosynthesis, as shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A sketch showing the photosynthesis process of a tree.

Research has shown that wooden buildings are characterized by a minimized
lifecycle energy consumption and carbon emissions. Assuming a 50-year
lifespan, the primary energy consumption of a wood frame building is 4-5%
less than that of a concrete-frame building; see Figure 2a. In particular, the
production energy use of a wood-frame building is only half as much as a
corresponding concrete frame building (Dodoo et al. 2012). Referring to
Figure 2b, the performance of a wood-frame building in regards to carbon
emissions stands out by achieving a negative value. This means that instead of
emissions, wood frame buildings contribute to the removal of the carbon
dioxide (CO2) from the earth’s atmosphere, whereas the concrete-frame
building results in CO2 emission (Dodoo et al. 2009). This sustainability gives
wood a central role as a building material in modern society, where sustainable
development becomes an increasingly imminent topic worldwide.
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Figure 2. The lifecycle energy use and carbon emissions of a concrete building and a woodframe building for district-heated buildings in Växjö, with an assumed lifespan of 50 years.
Key: a) The lifecycle primary energy consumption, the energy supply is based on biomass
steam technology (BST) (Dodoo et al. 2012); b) Lifecycle carbon emissions; positive values
are emissions into the atmosphere and negative values indicate flows out of the atmosphere
(Dodoo et al. 2009).

1.1.2 Timber strength grading
The use of wood also means certain challenges, the biggest of which is the
uncertainty in its properties. Wood is a product manufactured by nature in
terms of trees. Throughout its lifetime, a tree will constantly undergo
changing growth conditions, such as moisture, wind load, soil condition and
growing space, which cause variations in wood properties. Wood properties
vary between species, origins, trees, and even within a single tree. For
example, Olsson et al. (2013) illustrated from a sample of 105 boards sawn
from Norway spruce (from south-east Sweden) that bending strength,
modulus of elasticity (MOE) and density varied significantly, see Figure 3,
3
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Figure 3. Percentile plots of bending strength, stiffness and density for a sample (from
south-east Sweden) of 105 boards of Norway spruce. The 5th percentile and the
characteristics value are marked in each figure.

Due to the large variation in wood properties, strength grading is needed
before the wood can actually be used for construction purposes. Through
strength grading, the wood is converted from a natural raw material with great
variability into a commercial building material with controlled properties that
meet certain engineering requirements.
In Europe, rules and regulations regarding timber strength grading are mostly
found in a series of interrelated standards, including:
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 SS-EN338, Structural timber- Strength classes.
This standard defines the strength grade systems; the characteristic values of
the mechanical properties and density for each grade are tabulated as Table 1
in the standard.


SS-EN384, Structural timber- Determination of characteristic values of
mechanical properties and density.
 SS-EN 408, Timber structures- Structural timber and glued laminated
timber- Determination of some physical and mechanical properties.
These two standards specify methods to determine the mechanical properties
and density of structural timber. The major difference lies in that EN408 gives
the test methods with respect to individual timber pieces, whereas EN384
focuses on determining characteristic values for the timber population.
Additionally, as indicated by the title, EN408 is also valid for glued laminated
timber.


SS-EN14081, Timber structures- Strength graded structural timber with
rectangular cross section: Part 1: General requirements; Part 2: Machine
grading; additional requirements for initial type testing; Part 3: Machine
grading; additional requirements for factory production control; Part 4:
Machine grading- Grading machine settings for machine controlled systems.
The requirements on the graded timber and the settings of grading machines
are found in this standard.
According to EN338, a timber population may be graded to a certain strength
class if: ‘its characteristic values of bending strength and density equal or exceed the
values for that strength class given in Table 1 and its characteristic mean MOE in
bending must equals or exceeds 95% of the value for that strength class given in
Table 1.’

1.1.3 Wood stiffness
How should grade determining properties, such as the bending strength, be
identified? It is well known that the real strength of timber can only be
obtained through destructive testing. Therefore, the strength must be
5

predicted by an indicating property (IP) with a known relation to strength,
such as stiffness (measured in terms of MOE) and density, which can be
measured non-destructively. The power of different IPs is measured through
statistical correlation in terms of a coefficient of determination, R2, as shown
in Figure 4, with respect to the grade determining property, e.g. strength. R2 is a
statistical measure of how good the IP can predict the grade determining
property. The coefficient of determination varies between 0 and 1, with 1 a
perfect relationship. In this respect, MOE measures are well recognized as the
best individual IPs for predicting strength (Johansson 2003).
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Figure 4. An example of the statistical correlation between a MOE and bending strength.
Data originates from Olsson et al. 2013.

Most strength grading machines on the European market utilize MOE as an
IP (Bengtsson 2006). Normally, MOE is either determined as a global axial
dynamic MOE representing an average value of an entire piece of timber, or
as a flatwise bending MOE calculated as an average over a length of about 900
mm (Johansson 2003). However, knots and other defects result in a large
variation in the MOE along the wood members. By considering this variation,
better IPs can be found and thus a more accurate strength prediction can be
performed. Many studies have shown that with better knowledge of local
6

variations in MOE, a higher coefficient of determination (R2) with respect to
strength could be obtained. According to Corder (1965) and Foschi (1987),
the strength of a piece of structural timber depends on its strength at its
weakest point; if MOE can be measured with a very high spatial resolution,
namely ‘point-to-point’ along the wood member, the minimum of such an
‘MOE-function’ could be used as the IP to enhance the R2 value. Based on
studies of Western hemlock, Corder (1965) and Orosz (1976) showed that
the R2 for predicting bending strength improved from 0.62 to 0.69 and for
tension strength from 0.48 to 0.78, when using the minimum of MOE
estimated along the boards over a shortened distance, about 600 mm for
bending and 400 mm for tension strength, as the IP instead of the mean
MOE over a larger distance as the IP.
Besides predicting strength, stiffness is also an important engineering property
in many structural applications. The importance of MOE can be observed
from the standard EN14081, where it is also defined as a grade determining
property. In this sense, strength grading is not only a matter of predicting
strength; the stiffness needs to be known and controlled. An investigation on
the requirements of timber products as defined by end users clearly showed
that MOE is actually the governing property for many timber products
(Kliger 1998), such as when the dimensions of floor joists are almost always
determined by the stiffness and the vibration and deflection criteria rather
than by the bending strength requirements.

1.2 Research motivation and aims
As mentioned, most grading machines on the European market use an
average MOE estimated over a relatively large distance along the wood
members as IP. The accuracy of such grading machines in terms of R2 value is
around 0.5 (Lackner and Foslie 1988, Johansson et al. 1992 and Johansson
2003), which is rather low. The research presented in this thesis is motivated
by a wish to increase the accuracy in the current grading industry.
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The aim of the present study is to contribute to the knowledge of local
variation in stiffness with high resolution; to locate weak sections due to
stiffness reducing features (the most important is knots) for timber in
structural sizes. Moreover, the study also aims to investigate the potential of
three different methods for the purpose of assessing the local variation in
stiffness, on the basis of:


dynamic method utilizing the dynamic property, viz. the mode shape;



fibre angle information obtained from laser scanning and the tracheid
effect;



full-field strain information estimated based on 3D non-contact
displacement measurement using digital image correlation (DIC)
technique.

1.3 Method, materials and limitations
This work includes laboratory testing, Finite Element (FE) modelling
(ABAQUS®) and numerical calculation using MATLAB®. The material
employed is seventeen boards sawn from Norway spruce (Picea Abies L. Karst),
with the dimension Thickness × Width × Length = 50×150×3900 mm. Five
boards were from the south of Sweden and twelve from the north of Sweden.
Prior to testing, all boards were conditioned in a climate room with a
temperature of 20̊ C and a relative humidity of 65%.
Important limitations of the research concern the following: the sensors used
in the modal testing only comprise accelerometers, the fibre angle utilized in
the second method is simplified to be two-dimensional and only one specimen
is examined through the non-contact displacement measurement regarding
the last method.
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2 WOOD MATERIAL
2.1 Wood structure
Wood is a natural product from trees and optimized for the conditions of the
standing tree, thus wood properties can vary greatly. The anisotropic nature of
wood can be seen at all structural levels. At the tree level, different features are
observed by the naked eye; see Figure 5. With optical aids, at the microscopic
scale, wood cells are seen to vary in orientation, size and cell-wall thickness.
At the level of ultrastructure of cell walls, it is possible to discover alterations
in, for example microfibril orientation. Different structures are found for
softwood (conifers) and hardwood (deciduous) species; this subchapter
emphasizes the softwood structure since this study focuses on a specific
softwood specie- Norway spruce. This chapter gives a short description of the
wood structure; see Dinwoodie (2000) for more detailed descriptions.

2.1.1 Tree level
A picture of a Norway spruce tree is displayed in Figure 5, as well as a part of
the tree trunk with one section cut away to illustrate several features. The
most noticeable feature is the annual rings - a series of concentric circles that
form a radial symmetric pattern on the cross section. Each annual ring
consists of two kinds of wood, earlywood and latewood, formed within a
growth season. A tree develops a new annual ring each year through cell
division in the thin cambium layer located between the bark and the actual
wood; see Figure 5. For each annual ring, in the temperate zone of the world,
the tree starts by forming earlywood. The main function of earlywood is to
transport water and nutrients, thus earlywood cells have low density and large
9

lumens. As the growth season advances, the development of latewood takes
over to support and stabilize the tree; therefore, latewood cells have relatively
high density, thicker cell walls and thus darker colour. The width of the
annual ring varies significantly and is found to highly correlate to soil type and
climate conditions, such as temperature and drought (Bouriaud et al. 2005).
The annual ring width of Norway spruce in Sweden may vary between 1 10 mm or more. Another major tree feature is the branch or knot. A tree
forms branches, which originate at the pith and grow with a new layer of
wood each year, to expose as many needles (leaves) as possible to the sun for
photosynthesis to take place. The parts of the branches inside the trunk are
often called knots, in logs or in sawn timber.

Figure 5. A Norway spruce tree and part of its trunk. The section of the trunk shows a
couple of important features observable on the macroscopic level.

Several other features at the tree level that are not included in Figure 5 have
an influence on the material properties, for example juvenile wood,
compression wood and spiral grain angle. Juvenile wood is the part of wood
10

formed during the initial years of growth in terms of horizontal expansion.
The juvenile wood zone ends gradually, considered to end mostly at the first
5-20 annual rings (Hoffmeyer 1995). Compared to mature wood, juvenile
wood is characterized by lower density, shorter fibres, larger spiral grain angle
and microfibril angle (Zobel and Sprague 1998).
Trees are programmed to make the most effective use of their resources, such
as growing straight towards the sun. To straighten its stem, a tree can form
material with different mechanical properties referred to as reaction wood.
Reaction wood in softwood species are called compression wood because it
mainly develops in the compressed area of the main stem. Compression wood,
as shown in Figure 6, is visually detected by darker colours and larger
proportions of latewood in the annual rings. Compression wood is
characterised by higher density, higher microfibril angle, lower strength and
stiffness compared to normal wood (Timell 1986).

Figure 6. A cross section view of a tree trunk showing the area (the arrows) containing
compression wood.

Studies of wood anatomy have shown that wood fibres do not grow exactly
parallel to the stem axis and form a spiral pattern around the pith, called spiral
grain. With respect to its direction, spiral grain is commonly defined as lefthanded (positive) and right-handed (negative), as viewed by a ground
observer. The phenomena and causes of spiral grain have been studied
extensively. It has been suggested that spiral grain has advantages for tree
11

survival during stresses caused by wind and snow load (Harris 1989).
Similarly, Skatter and Kucera (1998) concluded, “Spiral grain is an optimized
growth feature when the trees are exposed to combined bending and torsion.”
Studies have shown that the direction of the spiral angle in most conifers may
change markedly throughout the life of a tree (Harris 1989). For example, in
Norway spruce, the direction varies from left-handed close to the pith, where
the angle often reaches its maximum (around +3°) at ring 4, to right-handed,
with a mean value of about −1.2°, as the tree approaches the age of one
hundred years; thereafter the spiral grain is more and more right-handed as
long as tree growth continues (Säll 2002).

2.1.2 Wood level
The most important feature at the wood level is the wood cell, the slender
tube structures in Figure 7. The cell is also called fibre, grain or tracheid.
Softwood consists of 90-95% tracheid, with the remainder mostly ray cells
(Hoffmeyer 1995). The typical size of a tracheid in Norway spruce is 2-4 mm
long and 20-40 μm in the radial/tangential direction. The tracheids are
arranged in the radial-tangential plane and extend along the axis of the stem;
ray cells are orientated radially perpendicular to the tracheids. This specific
structure determines whether the wood has much higher stiffness/strength in
the longitudinal direction than the transversal directions. Figure 7 also shows
the clear difference between earlywood and latewood, where an earlywood cell
has a larger size, bigger lumen and a thinner cell wall than latewood.
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Figure 7. A micrograph of Pinus wood obtained from Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) showing that softwood structure consists of tracheids and ray cells, as well as
difference between the earlywood and latewood tracheids. The image originates from
http://www.vcbio.science.ru.nl/en/image-gallery/show/labels/PL0223/,
date
accessed
2014-03-25.

2.1.3 Cell wall structure
The actual cell wall has a very complex structure; a schematic model is
presented in Figure 8, showing the main attributes of the cell wall. The cell
wall of softwood tracheid is a chemical composite consisting of cellulose (as
the skeleton), along with hemicellulose and lignin (as the matrix). The
cellulose consists of large linear molecules that form long slender chains, called
microfibrils, which are the dominant components of the cell wall. The angle
by which the microfibril deviates from the longitudinal axis of the tracheid is
called microfibril angle (MFA). From Figure 8, the cell wall can be roughly
divided into primary (P) and secondary (S) walls. The layer between the
individual tracheids is called middle lamella (ML). The ML functions as an
adhesive, bonding the tracheids together to form the wood tissue. A key to a
good understanding of the cell wall structure rests on the MFA and the wall
thickness in different layers; Table 1 gathers and presents this information.
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Figure 8. A simplified drawing showing mainly microfibril angle (MFA) in different layers
of the tracheid’s cell wall.

Table 1. The thickness percentage and microfibril angle (MFA) of different layers of cell
wall for Norway spruce (Dinwoodie 2000).

Wall layer
P
S1
S2
S3

Approximate
thickness (%)
3
10
85
2

MFA
Random
50-70°
10-30°
60-90°

2.2 Wood stiffness
The stiffness, or MOE, is not only one of the most important properties for
strength grading but also for most end uses of wood-based material. Many
design issues are directly related to the stiffness property. In this chapter, the
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most significant factors that govern and affect the wood stiffness property are
outlined. These factors having influence, on the cell level such as MFA,
density, compression wood and juvenile wood; at the wood level, e.g. slope of
grain; and at the tree level, e.g. the spiral grain angle and knots. Stiffness
property in the text below refers to the longitudinal direction of the wood cell
unless otherwise stated.

2.2.1 Density and MFA
Referring to the cell wall structure, the longitudinal stiffness of the wood
tracheid is determined by the MFA (especially in the S2 layer) and the density.
The microfibrils are strong and stiff along the molecule chains; hence, a small
MFA (microfibrils in the direction of the tracheid) gives rise to a high
longitudinal stiffness of the cell. Consequently, a large MFA leads to a low
longitudinal stiffness. The stiffness also increases with increased density,
because there is more material that can withstand the stresses. Hence, the
property of the cell wall (the MFA) and the amount of cell wall material (the
density) are two factors that significantly correlate to wood stiffness (e.g.
Donaldson 2008). Regarding the influences of MFA and density on the wood
stiffness, the effect of MFA is generally the dominant factor in juvenile wood,
and density is the dominant factor in mature wood due to a large variation in
MFA mostly found within the juvenile wood, and the density also varies in
mature wood (Cown et al. 1999, Deresse et al. 2003). Studies conducted on
Pinus radiata showed that MFA was also the governing property on the
stiffness in butt logs, where the density remained almost constant (Xu et al.
2004). A curvilinear relationship between the longitudinal stiffness of the
tracheid and the mean MFA, as proposed by Cave and Hutt (1968), along
with measurements on clear early wood samples from Pinus radiate, is shown
in Figure 9. A study to predict wood stiffness by using simple and multiple
linear regression models with MFA and density as predictors, based on 104
clear wood samples of Eucalyptus delegatensis, showed that density alone
accounted for 70% of the variation in the stiffness, MFA alone accounted for
86%, and the combination of density and MFA accounted for 96% (Evans
and Ilic 2001). A similar study on Eucalyptus globulus, E. nitens and E. regnans
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(Yang and Evans 2003), showed equal results in which the corresponding
figures were for density 81%, MFA 87% and both density and MFA 92%.

Figure 9. A curvilinear relationship fitted between the longitudinal modulus and the mean
fibril angle of cell wall (Cave and Hutt 1968).

2.2.2 Juvenile and compression wood
Juvenile and compression wood often have poor stiffness compared to mature
wood, due to changes in the tracheid structure; see Figure 10. The juvenile
wood tracheid shows considerably larger MFA in the S2 layer, which is
responsible for the lower stiffness. Juvenile wood tracheids have thinner cell
walls, larger lumens, and thus lower density, which is another reason for the
low stiffness. Juvenile wood causes 10-15% reduction in density and 30-50%
reduction in the stiffness of structural timber depending on species and grades
(Kretschmann 1998 and Johansson 2002).
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Figure 10. The wood tracheid structure of juvenile, mature and compression wood.

In relation to normal wood, compression wood tracheid has a high density
(due to increased tracheid cell wall thickness), round cell shape and large
MFA in the S2 layer; see Figure 10. Often, the S3 layer is absent, with fissures
in the S2 layer. The effect of the large MFA is significant, in that the
longitudinal stiffness is substantially reduced even when considering the
higher density (Wimmer and Johansson 2014).

2.2.3 Slope of grain
Fibre direction or slope of grain in structural timber is a measure of divergence
in the direction of grain in relation to the axial direction of the wood member.
The divergence (α) is a result of the spiral grain angle (φ) and conical angle
(ϒ) within the tree; see Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Sketches show the spiral grain angle (φ) and the conical angle (ϒ) in a log, as
well the slope of grain in a piece of timber.

Sawing a piece of timber from a log will then result in the fibres not being
perfectly aligned with the axial direction of the board. Loading in the axial
direction of the board will then be in a direction away from the strong fibre
direction and cause a reduction of the stiffness along the board. This
reduction will increase with an increased slope of grain. Such a relationship is
discussed further in chapter 2.3.3.

2.2.4 Knots
Knots are the parts of branches that are embedded in the tree’s main stem.
Essentially, all branches are initiated from the pith (see Figure 5). Each
growth ring forms continuously over the main stem and the branch (see
Stage 1 in Figure 12); the growth of the branch and the main stem appears
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intergrown. This part of a branch is referred to as an intergrown or live knot.
At a certain point in time, the branch may cease to grow and even fall off. The
following annual rings of the main stem will grow around the ‘dead’ branch
stub until it is totally covered; see stages 2 and 3 in Figure 12. This part of the
branch is encased in the stem wood and thus termed as encased or dead knot.

Figure 12. Developing stages of formation of knots (from Hoffmeyer 1987).
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A live knot is usually cone-shaped and firmly attached to the main stem.
According to Shigo (1990), branching initiates with the branch wood early in
each growth season and the yearly growth in the branch is nearly done when
earlywood of the main stem starts to develop. The fibres in the main stem and
the branch are therefore interlocked at the base of the knot. Shigo also
described how trunk wood fibres grow around the branch, firmly holding the
branch in place, thus explaining the extreme strength of a live knot’s branch
attachment; see Figure 13. In contrast, a dead knot is cylindrical and loosely
attached to the main stem. As the growth of the branch wood terminates, the
following annual ring of stem wood simply grows around the dead branch. In
this sense, a dead knot is not intergrown, but loosely attached and often falls
out after sawing.

Figure 13. Growth of fibres in the vicinity of a knot according to Shigo (1990).

Knots probably account for most of the local fibre disturbances in wood
members. Depending on the sawing pattern, knots gain different shapes in
timber, as shown in Figure 14. On a wide face of a sawn timber, a knot may
appear in an elliptical shape from plain-sawn or as a pike from quarter-sawn.
In both cases the knot causes local fibre disturbances (see α and β in Figure
14). In particular, angles like β typically occur around a live knot, since this
angle mainly results from the ‘intergrown’ behaviour mentioned above. These
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fibre disturbances, of course, greatly impact the stiffness in areas with knots.
Being comparable with the slope of grain, the presence of knots often
indicates a local reduction in stiffness of the structural timber (Hoffmeyer
1987; Foley 2003).

β
α

Quarter-sawn

Plane-sawn

Figure 14. An image showing the local grain disturbances around a knot.

However, knot wood also has different material properties than normal wood,
such as higher density. It is also very common with compression wood below
the knots and on the lower side of the branches.

2.3 Material property transformation
For the present study, wood is considered to be orthotropic and the related
global and local coordinate systems of wood are defined in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. The global and local coordinate systems of wood where the local system is
decided by the grain and leaning angles, as well as the stiffness properties defined with the
respect to the local grain orientation.

2.3.1 Local constitutive relation
As in this study, wood is assumed to act in the linear elastic range of the
material’s behaviour (Dinwoodie 2000). The assumption enables the
constitutive relation of wood holds as either:

or

=

(1)

=

(2)

where

=
and the vectors and matrix in the equations above are given by:
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(3)
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0
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0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(6)
0
1
0

0
0
1

Of note, the variables with bars are related to the local coordinate system. In
the equations of this thesis, a bold lower case letter is employed to denote a
vector entity and a bold upper case letter is used to denote a matrix entity. The
vector is the linear strain vector with three normal strain components, and
the vector is the stress vector with three shear stress components. The
matrix is known as the compliance matrix. Due to the symmetry property of
the compliance matrix, used universally for the linear elasticity (Ottosen and
Petersson 1992), twelve independent parameters in Equation (6) are reduced
, ,
(MOE in the -, - and -direction) and
to nine, which are
, ,
(shear modulus), as well as Poisson’s ratios υ , υ , υ .
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2.3.2 Axes transformation and the global form
Assuming two unit vectors in the global systems ( , , ) and local systems
( , , ), then the transformation matrix satisfies:
=
The matrix

(7)

is given by:
=

(8)

which is an orthogonal matrix, i.e.:
The component, e.g.
axis and the global

(9)
=
, represents the direction cosine between the local -axis. Recall the stress vector in the local coordinate

system, however expressed in the matrix form (stress tensor), as:
[ ]=

(10)

Using the Cauchy’s formula which is given by:
̅=[ ]

(11)

where ̅ and
represent a traction vector and the correspondent surface
normal vector with respect to the local coordinate system. From Equation (7),
it is known that the following relations hold:
= ̅
(12)
=

(13)

Thus Equation (11) becomes:
=[ ]

(14)

Multiplication with A from the left at both sides of Equation (14) gives:
=[ ]

= [ ]

(15)

and the stress tensor transformation is obtained as:
[ ]= [ ]
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(16)

The corresponding relation also holds for the strain tensor transformation,
i.e.:
[ ]= [ ]

(17)

The transformations for stresses and strains of Equation (16) and (17) may
then be expressed in vector form, as:
=
(18)
=
where

=

(19)

is the transformation matrix and given by:
2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

Thus the global compliance matrix

(20)

is given by:
(21)

=

Particularly, the inverse of the first component of matrix , i.e. 1
MOE in the axial direction of a wood member, denoted

is the

.

2.3.3 Relation between the fibre angle and the transformed
stiffness
The stiffness transformed as described in chapter 2.3.2 is obviously related to
the local fibre angle in relation to the axial direction of a wood member. The
relationship seen in Figure 16 is established based on the assumption of inplane (2D) angle, meaning that the fibre in question always lies in the local
=
=
=
=
− plane, i.e. the direction cosines in Equation (20)
= 1.
0 and
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Figure 16. The relation between the stiffness (
direction.
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) of wood members and the local fibre

3 METHODS FOR ASSESSING
LOCAL STIFFNESS
The present study introduces three methods to estimate the local stiffness in
structural timber. These methods are based on employing I) dynamic modal
analysis, II) local wood fibre orientation and III) strain distribution on the
surface of a board under pure bending. A major part of this chapter will be
devoted to principles of the three methods- why and how these methods may
work.

3.1 Method I: dynamic method
Method I was to study the local stiffness in structural timber through
exploring the dynamic properties. When discussing dynamic properties or
modal parameters, the natural frequency, damping and mode shape are
extensively addressed. In this chapter, a short review of the definitions of these
dynamic properties is presented followed by a brief description of the
interrelationship between the dynamic properties and the local wood stiffness.
For a thorough knowledge of fundamental mechanics and modal analysis
theory, see Brandt (2011).

3.1.1 Dynamic properties
The rate of change of a body’s momentum is proportional to the sum of
external forces acting on the body. This rule is well known as the Newton’s
second law:
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=

(22)

where ∑ is the sum of all the forces acting on the body;
and represents the acceleration.

is the body mass

The dynamic properties of a structure can be introduced by studying the
motion of a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system. A SDOF system
generally consists of a mass ( ), a viscous damper ( ) and a spring ( ) which
interact with each other as illustrated in Figure 17. As an input, a horizontal
dynamical force ( ) acts on the mass and the mass oscillates around its
equilibrium position with the corresponding displacement ( ).

k
f

m
c
x
Figure 17. A SDOF system.

The equation of motion of the SDOF system can be described by:
+

+

=

(23)

which is a second order differential equation in time domain. Applying
Laplace transform and with the benefit of Laplace transform property, this
can result in an ordinary equation given by:
(24)
(
+ + ) ( )= ( )
where is a complex variable given by:
(25)
= +
The system transfer function is defined as the ratio of the response and the
excitation in Equation (24), as:
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1
( )
=
( )
+ +
After simple manipulation we get the standard form, given by:
( )=

1

( )=

+ 2
+
The undamped natural frequency and relative damping are defined as:

(26)

(27)

(28)

=
=

(29)
2√
The natural frequency describes which frequency an undamped system freely
vibrates, while the damping indicates how quickly such vibration damps out.
For viscous damping, four cases are defined by the value of ζ, specifically 1)
over damped where > 1; 2) critically damped where = 1; 3) underdamped
where 0 < < 1 and 4) undamped where = 0. Structures in the first two
cases return to equilibrium without vibration and are not of any further
concern here. The damping in most structures is actually low in the sense that
the damping factor << 1. In this study, the underdamped case more
specifically light damping as << 1, is assumed for the wood material.
For instance, in the SDOF system discussed above, after removing the force,
, the mass will oscillate around its equilibrium position at a certain frequency
and eventually the vibration will die out. This behaviour is totally governed by
and the damping ratio . The exact motion can be
the natural frequency
disclosed by finding the homogeneous solution of Equation (24), which
satisfies:
(30)
+ 2
+
=0
and are defined as poles of the transfer function as:
,

=

1−

±

for 0 <

≤1

(31)

According to the partial fraction expansion theorem, the transfer function can
be rewritten based on the poles, as:
( )=

−

Inverse Laplace transform gives:
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+

−

(32)

+
ℎ( ) =
Using trigonometry and complex exponential formulas, will result in:
ℎ( ) =

(33)

1

(34)
1−
(
)
1−
The equation above is the system’s impulse response function. It indicates that
the impulse response of the SDOF system is an oscillation in a frequency
given by:
(35)
ω = ω 1−ζ
The frequency in Equation (35) is termed the damped natural frequency.
The last dynamic property, mode shape, is only relevant for a multiple-degreeof-freedom (MDOF) system. A general MDOF system is shown in Figure
18, consisting of a certain number, , of masses (point-lumped). The system
therefore has independent motions as well as an external dynamical force
acting on each mass.

…

…

…

…

Figure 18. A general MDOF system.

The system equation of the MDOF system is established by applying dynamic
equilibrium on each mass, result in:
(36)
+
+
=
where
is the mass matrix, is the damping matrix and is the stiffness
matrix, along with the corresponding acceleration, velocity, displacement and
force vectors . After applying Laplace transform it will be:
(37)
(
+
+ ) (s) = (s)
Undamped and free vibration are hereafter treated i.e. the damping matrix
and the force vector vanish from Equation (37), such as:
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+ ) ( )=0
With a simple rearrangement, it becomes:
(

[ −

] ( )=0

(38)
(39)

where
(40)
=
(41)
=−
Equation (39) is a standard eigenvalue problem. An eigenvalue represents a
natural frequency, while an eigenvector, , which statisfies:
(42)
] −
[
=0
is termed as a mode shape, describing the motion shape of a vibration mode.

3.1.2 Relation to the local stiffness
Dynamic methods have been used to detect structural damage. The principle
is that damage induced changes in properties, such as mass and stiffness, will
cause a change in dynamic properties. Therefore, it is possible to detect local
damages in the structure by examining the modal parameters of the system in
question. This is valid for structural timber as well; local reductions in stiffness
caused by natural defects influence the dynamic properties of the wood
members. In other words, the modal parameters of a wood member
containing defects differ, in one way or another, from those of a wood
member devoid of defects. Of course, the change in natural frequencies can be
used to assess an average stiffness of a piece of timber and, according to
Olsson et al. (2012), provide a measure of the timber’s overall homogeneity if
several resonance frequencies are considered. Still, the change in frequencies
cannot reveal in detail the local reduction in stiffness, since frequency is a
single value for a piece of timber. Hence, resonance frequencies can only be a
measure of the global quality of the timber as a whole. In this respect, mode
shapes have the potential to reveal the local stiffness variation. Previous
studies have shown that mode shapes and mode shape curvature (MSC, the
second derivative of the mode shape) can be used to locate the defect and
estimate the local reduction in MOE, on condition that clear wood of
relatively small dimensions (40 × 40 × 1000 mm) is used into which single
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large defects are introduced artificially (Yang et al. 2002, 2003; Hu and Afzal
2006).
Real-world structures are complicated, though it is practical to simplify and
describe them using MDOF models. This also works for modelling timber.
As discussed in chapter 3.1.1, the dynamic properties, namely the natural
frequencies (eigenvalues of a matrix) and mode shapes (eigenvectors of a
matrix), and this matrix are determined by the local mass and stiffness of the
structure in question. Regarding one piece of timber, natural defects such as
compression wood, juvenile wood, slope of grain and knots (cf. chapter 2.2)
are characterized by locally reduced stiffness and locally varied density (the
mass). Hence, the mass matrix and stiffness matrix of a piece of timber with
local weaknesses will differ from those of clear wood and thus result in a
different matrix to be sought for eigenvalues. Therefore, it is reasonable to
conclude that for a wood member with natural defects, dynamic properties
and local stiffness are somehow interrelated. The natural frequency and mode
shape will differ from those of clear wood; the difference may contain valuable
knowledge in the local stiffness of structural timber.

3.2 Method II: using local fibre angle information
As discussed in chapter 2.2.3, the stiffness property is highly related to the
fibre angle (see Figure 16). Local MOE in the main direction of a wood
member can be obtained through material transformation if the local fibre
angle is known; see chapter 2.3. One way of identifying the local fibre angle is
to utilize the so-called tracheid effect. Essentially, when highly concentrated
light, e.g. a laser beam, is projected onto a wood surface, wood is somewhat
translucent. Some light penetrates the surface and scatters within the wood;
see Figure 19a. Due to the semitransparency, the scattered light is spread back
to the surface and forms a larger spot than the incident light, with the
scattered light in the wood mainly spreading along the wood fibre, i.e. the
tracheid, the larger spot, has an elliptical shape of which the main axis
coincides with the fibre orientation (e.g. Matthews and Beech 1976, Nyström
2003); see Figure 19b.
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Figure 19. a) Reflection and scattering of light at the wood surface. Figure originated from
Åstrand (2011); b) An elliptical laser spot due to the tracheid effect- the main axis of the
ellipse
is
orientated
in
the
fibre
direction.
Image
from
http://www.flickr.com/photos/firrs/2498460437/, date accessed 2014-08-28.

WoodEye®, a laser scanner based on the tracheid effect from Innovative
Vision AB, is specialized for wood inspection, e.g. detect and register the local
fibre angle on wood surface. The WoodEye scanner essentially consists of a
measurement unit and one set of conveyor belts; see Figure 20a. The
measurement unit is mainly equipped with four sets of multi-sensor cameras,
dot lasers and lights through which the scanner can perform fibre angle
measurement.

Figure 20. A WoodEye system. a) A WoodEye scanner mainly consists of conveyor belts
and a measurement unit; b) the arrangement of the equipped sensors inside the
measurement unit.
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When wood members are fed length-wise through the measurement unit, the
dot laser beam goes through a grid and forms a row of laser spots in the width
and thickness direction. Each laser spot enters an elliptical shape because of
the tracheid effect. As the board passes through the scanner, multi-sensor
cameras take pictures of the laser spots at a certain frequency. The laser spots
on the entire surface are registered, allowing the fibre angles to be identified.
Obviously, such detected fibre angle data has certain spatial resolution, i.e. the
distances between any two neighbour laser spots (Figure 21) that are
determined by the number of images caught during the feeding of the board
through the scanner and the arrangement of the grid.

Figure 21. Five rows of laser spots formed on the wood surface. The board length direction
is coinciding with the vertical axis. (Original image is from Petersson 2010).

3.3 Method III: using strain information
By knowing the full-field strain distribution within the wood material at a
known stress level, it is possible to evaluate the ‘true’ local stiffness within the
wood member. Measuring the strain within the material or a wood member is
a near impossible task. However, the strain field occurring on the wood
surface can be assessed through displacement measurements using digital
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image correlation (DIC) and stereo vision techniques. The DIC technique
relies on the identification of sub-pictures (facets) by comparing two pictures,
e.g. one before and one after loading and the subsequent deformation (see
Figure 22b). The identification, based on comparing grey-scale values (Figure
22a) of the sub-pixels in the two pictures, is done by calculating the cross
correlation. Using this information it is possible to evaluate the displacement
of each facet due to load. The displacements are subsequently used to calculate
the strain distribution on the surface.

Figure 22. The principle of DIC technique. a) shows an example of grey-scale values of 9×9
pixels facet; b) shows an example of two sub-pictures before and after certain deformation.

A DIC measurement system is often equipped with dual cameras at different
view angles to establish stereo vision. With knowledge of imaging parameters
of the cameras, 3D coordinates can be computed through geometrical
calculation, illustrated in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. A simple sketch showing the principle of stereo vision.

ARAMIS®, employed in the present study, is a system built on the DIC and
stereo vision techniques and is specialized to measure 3D displacements
occurring on the surface of structures. Digital images are recorded before,
during and after loading. Essentially, a measurement is implemented by taking
images at a number of stages where prescribed load increments are applied. In
preparing the object surface with a stochastic pattern (e.g. as shown in Figure
22b), the position of each conjugate pair of facets in the left and right images
can be identified. Thus, the actual surface structure of the measured object can
be re-constructed. By repeating the same computation for all the load stages,
the 3D coordinates are tracked and subsequently used to calculate
displacements and strains. The object size can range from 1 mm to 2000 mm
and deformations can be detected in a range from 0.01% up to a couple 100%
(GOM 2007). Compared to conventional point-wise sensors, such as strain
gauge and linear variable displacement transformers (LVDT gauges), the
ARAMIS system is powerful to provide full-field 3D surface displacement
data with competitive spatial resolution.
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4 INCREASED KNOWLEDGE OF
LOCAL STIFFNESS CONTRIBUTION OF THE
PERFORMED WORK
The present research has investigated the three different methods to assess the
local variation in wood stiffness. Seventeen boards sawn from Norway spruce
(Picea abies L. Karst) were used measuring Thickness × Width × Length = 50
× 150 × 3900 mm. They were sampled from two locations – five from
southern Sweden and twelve from northern Sweden. Before the
measurements, all the boards were conditioned in a climate room at a
temperature of 20̊C and a relative humidity of 65%. The dynamic MOE was
evaluated using the first axial natural frequency for all seventeen boards. All
the boards were also run through the WoodEye scanner to detect and register
the local fibre orientation on the surfaces. One of the seventeen boards, coded
as B12, was chosen for a thorough experimental modal analysis and to study
the method using the strain information. The results are presented in two
papers. The first describes an explorative study of using mode shapes to find
the local variation in stiffness within a single board. The second study
describes measurements of fibre angles and 3D-displacements for evaluation
of bending MOE profiles along a single board.
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4.1 Exploring the interrelation between the local
stiffness and dynamic properties - Paper I
The first study comprises FE simulations, modal tests and numerical
calculations using MATLAB to estimate the variation in local stiffness.

4.1.1 FE modelling and results
The study began with a simulation to assess the potential of using mode
shapes to locate zones in a board with low stiffness. A simplified 3D FE
model of a wooden board, shown in Figure 24, was created in
ABAQUS/FEA using a total of 74956 linear hexahedral elements. The
material properties (Table 2) were defined as isotropic elastic. In addition,
several groups of defects (simulating knots), defined with lower Young’s
modulus value, in different sizes and positions were introduced into the
model. The first edgewise and flatwise bending mode shapes of two edges,
denoted edge1 and edge2 in Figure 24, were extracted through a frequencyanalysis procedure. The corresponding modes shape curvatures (MSC) were
obtained by calculating the second derivative of the mode shapes in
MATLAB. The obtained mode shapes and MSCs were investigated to detect
the weak sections in the model.

Figure 24. A simplified beam model created in ABAQUS/FEA.
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Table 2. Material properties, i.e. elastic modulus ( ), density (ρ) and Poisson’s ratio (υ)
defined in the FE model.
υ
ρ
[GPa] [kg/m3] [-]
Clear wood 12

500

0.3

Defect

500

0.3

2

Similar results were found for both edgewise and flatwise bending modes. For
example, Figure 25 shows the results of the first edgewise bending mode. The
mode shapes of the two edges are plotted in Figure 25a, the corresponding
MSC curves are shown in Figure 25b.

Figure 25. Representative results of the FE simulation. Key: (a) shows the fundamental
edgewise mode shapes of edge1 and edge2; (b) shows the corresponding MSCs of the two
edges.

To the naked eye, the mode shapes are both smooth and almost identical.
However, distinct disturbances are observed from the MSC curves. Moreover,
the disturbances appear where defects are introduced into the beam model.
The FE simulation study shows the good theoretical potential of using the
mode shape to detect the weak sections in a board.
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4.1.2 Experimental modal analysis and results
Experimental modal analysis was subsequently carried out to further
investigate the potential of using the mode shapes and MSCs to locate
sections in a board with low stiffness. Factors such as different suspensions,
excitations and numerous measurement points were used in the modal tests to
obtain quality data of different modes. The test arrangement is illustrated in
Figure 26, in which the specimens were excited by either an impulse hammer
or a shaker while the response was captured by an accelerometer(s). Frequency
response functions (FRFs, transfer functions expressed in the frequency
domain), were computed using a Signalcalc mobilizer from Data Physics
Corporation. To obtain the natural frequencies and mode shapes, a free-free
boundary condition was employed for both horizontal and vertical suspension
conditions (Figure 26b and c).

Figure 26. a) Schematic test arrangement of the modal tests. b) and c) show the horizontal
and vertical suspension, respectively.
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Four sets of measurements were carried out, with the detailed test
arrangement shown in Table 3; the equipment/sensors used are listed in Table
4. The natural frequencies and mode shapes were estimated using a
commercial toolbox (VIBRA TOOLS Suite v 7 0 2) in MATLAB.
Thereafter, the MSCs were calculated in the same way as with the FE
modelling. The potential of using the mode shapes and MSCs to detect the
natural defects were then studied.
Table 3. Four sets of modal tests with the corresponding arrangements.
Measured number of Accelerometers
points along the
used
length
simultaneously

Measurement Suspension

Excitation
method

Testing
mode

M1

Horizontal

Hammer
impulse

Edgewise &
27
flatwise

14

M2

Vertical

Shaker –
pseudo random1

Edgewise

391

14

M3

Vertical

Shaker –
pseudo random

Edgewise

131

1

M4

Horizontal

Shaker - random Flatwise

79

2

Table 4. The equipment and sensors used in the modal tests.

Excitation

Response
FFT analyzer

1

Description
Shaker stinger kit
Impulse hammer:
Load cell
Amplifier 1
Amplifier 2
Accelerometer
Dynamic signal analyzer

Model/Type
MS-129
Dytran 5800B4
Kistler typ 9301B
LDS V406-PA500
Kistler typ 5015A10×0
Kistler 8772A5T(mass 8g)
DataPhysics DP 700-60

The excitation signal.
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Sensitivity
–
9.8mV/Lb.F
–
–
–
1000mv/g
–

The mode shapes of the lowest six flatwise and edgewise bending modes were
investigated. However, none of the four sets of measurements could provide
useful information regarding the weak sections. As an example, Figure 27
shows the modal analysis results of the specimen B12 using the test set M2.

Figure 27. Typical results of the experimental modal analysis. Key: a) shows the mode
shapes of the first 4 edgewise bending modes along with the image of board surface, which
are the results of measurement M2 ; b)- e) shows the corresponding MSC.
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The results contain extensive noise and it is not possible to view any extralarge curve amplitude at the positions of the defects; the reasons should be
sought in the high accuracy required for the method and the limitations of the
test arrangement. The accuracy required was estimated by adding a random
noise signal onto the mode shape of the FE model shown in Figure 25a.
Figure 28 illustrates the MSC curves before and after adding a noise signal, in
which the red curve is from Figure 25b representing the original MSC curve.
From Figure 28, when the root mean square (RMS, also known as quadratic
mean, is a statistical measure of the magnitude of a varying quantity) value of
the noise signal reaches 0.01%, the pattern indicating the weak sections
becomes undetectable.

Figure 28. Accuracy estimation based on the MSC of the 1st edgewise bending mode. The
red and blue curves represent the mode shape before and after adding a random noise signal
with a RMS value of 0.01%.

The difficulty lies in the method requiring high measurement accuracy and
some errors introduced by the usage of accelerometers are difficult to avoid. In
an explorative study, possible errors in the measurement were investigated.
The errors included the effect of placing the accelerometers incorrectly by
±0.5mm (position error), placing the accelerometer up to 1° (angle error) in
the wrong angle and the effect of adding a mass of the accelerometers (mass
loading effect) onto the board. The influence of each of these errors was
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estimated through a simulation study. Paper I presents a thorough error
tracking and magnitude estimation and shows that any of the errors
mentioned above alone can entirely ruin the useful information.

4.2 Establishing bending MOE profile using local
fibre angle information - Paper II
4.2.1 Fibre angle detection and the related calculations
In this study, seventeen boards were scanned by the WoodEye scanner, where
the local fibre orientations of all four longitudinal surfaces of each board were
identified and registered. The resolution of the fibre angle data is 1.4 mm in
the length direction and 3.6 mm in both the width and thickness directions.
The fibre angles are used to transform the local material properties, with
respect to local fibres, to the global x-directions of the board. Thereafter, the
is used to calculate the cross-sectional bending stiffness, for
transformed
which some important assumptions are made. Specifically, 1) density,
are constant within a board; 2)
Poisson’s ratio and the elastic modulus
are linear functions of
; 3) fibre angles
modulus parameters other than
detected on the surfaces are located in the longitudinal-tangential (l-t) plane;
4) the fibres are oriented in a plane that coincides with the wood surfaces, i.e.
the so-called diving angle is assumed to be zero; and 5) the fibre angles
detected on a surface are representative for the fibre orientation to a certain
depth into the board.
Based on the local fibre angle information and the assumptions, certain
calculation procedures are taken to obtain the bending stiffness:
i.

Material property transformation. The assumed material properties are
transformed from the l-r-t system to the x-y-z (cf. Figure 29c) system. Thus,
the local stiffness parameter in the x-direction along the board, ( , ), is
values obtained after the
obtained. Figure 29b shows the transformed
transformation of the segment
in Figure 29a.
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ii.

Cross-sectional stiffness integration. In Figure 29c, a cross-section is
divided into four zones, each with one boundary coinciding with one surface
of the board. An enlargement view is shown to the right, where the cross
section is further divided into small strips. By applying the assumption 5), the
is valid for a whole strip and the bending stiffness can be
transformed
calculated by summarizing the contributions of all the strips in the cross
section, as:
( )=
where

iii.

=

( − )

∬

∬

(43)
(44)

Parameter calibration. So far, the calculation is based on a nominal set of
material stiffness parameters which according to assumption 2) are linear
for the examined
functions of . To find a truely representative value of
board, a 1-D FE model was studied in which the stiffness is a function of x
given by
( )=

(45)

The resonance frequency, calculated using the 1-D model, was compared to
employed in the 1-D
the laboratory measured frequency. The value of
model was then adjusted so that the resonance frequency obtained from the
model became identical to that assessed experimentally. Therefore, a
reasonable value of E is determined.
i. Finally, the bending MOE profile on a cross-sectional base, ( ), is
calculated as:
( )
( )=
(46)
ℎ
12
where b is the dimension of the board in the z-direction and h in the ydirection.
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Figure 29. A sketch showing the stiffness calculation procedures. Key: a) an image of a part
of the board’s surface consisting of all flat and edge surfaces denoted as S1-S4; the dashed
arrow shows the global x-direction; a small segment with a length marked as dx is
highlighted with a black frame and the corresponding fibre orientations within it are
indicated. b) the local
variation representing the segment in a) obtained by the property
transformation; the color map used for the plot is shown to the right. c) a cross-section of
the board showing the sectional stiffness integration principle. The cross section is divided
into four zones, each with one boundary coinciding with one surface of the board. An
enlargement is shown to the right, where the cross section is further divided into small
strips; one strip is highlighted in grey, showing that the transformed MOE is valid for the
whole strip.

4.2.2 Results
The resultant E profile of the specimen B12, calculated on the basis of the
detected fibre angles, is shown in Figure 30a. The profile represents moving
average values over 80 mm along the x-direction. Figure 30b shows the actual
images of all four longitudinal surfaces of the same board. The figure clearly
shows that the obtained MOE profile is capable of indicating weak sections
along the board, where knot clusters are observed on the board surface.
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Figure 30. The obtained
profile using method II. Key: a) Estimated bending stiffness
profile of the specimen B12 based on the local fibre angle information. Note: the moving
average distance used in the plot is 80 mm. b) Images of all four longitudinal surfaces of the
same specimen.

4.3 Establishing stiffness profile using strain
information- Paper II
4.3.1 Displacement measurement under pure bending
The third method to establish a stiffness profile for the board is based on
measurement of local displacement using the DIC technique. The specimen
B12 is employed for the current study. To determine a bending stiffness
profile for the whole member, the board was initially lengthened by finger
jointing an extra 550 mm long board at each end of the original board. The
test was arranged as a four-point bending, where the board was symmetrically
loaded at two points 3.9 m apart. The mid span, i.e. the whole original board,
was exposed to a constant and pure bending moment. The board was loaded
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at five different load/stress levels, or five load stages; see Table 5. The
ARAMIS system was used to measure the 3D coordinates of one wide surface
of the board at each load stage. This was done by implementing twelve
individual projects. With the aid of a TRITOP2 system, data from these
individual projects were transformed into a global system resulting in
combined data valid for the whole surface in question. The resolution of the
obtained coordinate data was approximately 3 mm in both x- and y-directions.
Table 5. Information of the load stages of the ARAMIS measurements.
Stage no.
0
1
2
3
Nominal load F [kN]
0.5 2.0
4.0
5.5
Nominal stress σ [MPa]
1.5 5.9
11.7 16.1

4
7.0
20.5

4.3.2 Bending stiffness calculation
The coordinates for each measurement point at stage 0 was used as reference
to calculate the displacement due to load. The displacements in stages 2, 3
and 4 were utilized to calculate the bending stiffness profiles. The calculation
procedures can be summarized as follows.
i.

Determination of the strain field. The coordinates obtained from the
measurement were entered into MATLAB. The corresponding strain field in
the x-direction was then calculated based on the displacement. To suppress
measurement noise, the estimated strain was averaged over an area of 12×12
mm.

ii.

Linear regression of the cross-sectional strains. To use Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory, a line of linear regression was established for the variation in
strains in the x-direction for each section of the board. The position on the

2

TRITOP, a product of GOMmbH, is an optical 3D coordinate measuring system. A

thorough description of the principle of applying the TRITOP system, reference is made to
e.g. Oscarsson et al. (2014).
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cross section, where zero strain occurs on the regression line, was also defined
as the position of the neutral layer, denoted y. The linear regression line for
each x-position for a part of board is shown as straight lines in Figure 31a,
along with the corresponding strain distribution in x-direction (the colour
plot). Figure 31b and c show the linear regression lines along with the nonlinear strain data of the two-cross sections. The positions of the two sections
are displayed in Figure 31a by the red and purple lines.
iii.

Sectional bending stiffness calculation according to Euler-Bernoulli
at a particular position
beam theory. The sectional bending stiffness
along the x-axis is calculated as:
− ( − )
(47)
( )=
ℇ

where M is the applied bending moment corresponding to the load increment
between two load stages and ℇ is the linear strain in the x-direction at a
coordinate on the cross section, i.e. ℇ = ℇ ( , ). Any strain value on the
regression line and the corresponding distance from the neutral layer may be
. Note that the applied bending moment is regarded as a
used to calculate
positive bending moment, which explains the minus sign in Equation (47).
iv.

( ), is obtained as for the
Finally, the bending MOE profile,
bending MOE profile from the fibre angle data using:
( )
( )=
(48)
ℎ
12
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Figure 31. An example of the implemented linear regression on sections in the x-direction
based on displacements between load stages 0 and 4 of partial surface. Key: a) the colour
plot displays the strain distribution in the x-direction, averaged over an area of 12×12 mm.
Lines of regression are calculated on the basis of strains representing average values over 80
mm in the x-direction; two lines of regression are highlighted in red and purple; b) and c)
the highlighted red and purple lines are plotted again along with the strain values on which
they are based (blue dots). The corresponding R2 values indicate to what extent the strains
over the vertical sections comply with straight lines.

4.3.3 Results
Figure 32 shows the bending MOE profiles calculated on the basis of the
strains as described above. The Eb values displayed by the curves are calculated
from average sectional strains over a length of 80 mm in the x-direction.
Three different curves plotted in different colours are displayed, representing
the Eb profiles calculated on the basis of the strains developed between the
load stages 0 and 2 (red line), between the load stages 0 and 3 (black line) and
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between the load stages 0 and 4 (green line). The three profiles are seen to
agree well with each other.

Figure 32. Estimated bending MOE profiles of the specimen B12 based on three different
load stage pairs from the displacement measurement.

Moreover, a decreasing trend, from left (the top end) to right (the root end)
along the board, for the MOE values in knot-free sections is observed from
Figure 32. This indicates an MOE variation for clear wood within this
particular board. Lundström et al. (2007), for example, indicated that a more
or less systematic MOE variation for clear wood along a stem may occur due
to some factors related to the growth conditions of the tree.

4.4 Comparison and discussion of the three methods
In this subchapter, the three methods used to the estimate local variation in
profiles
stiffness are compared and discussed. Figure 33 shows the
calculated on the basis of the local fibre angles (blue lines) along with an
profile obtained based on the stages 0 and 4 of the displacement
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measurements (red line). All the profiles represent moving average values over
a length of 80 mm along the board.

Figure 33. Diagrams of the estimated E profiles based on fibre angles (blue curves) and
strains estimated for the load increment between load stages 0 and 4 in the bending test
(red curve), and images of the actual board surfaces. Key: a) the estimated

profiles with a

moving average length of 80 mm. b) the images of five chosen segments from the board
(encircled in a) placed in the order of their positions along the x-direction.

The
in clear wood at the left end of the board is higher than the right,
shown by the profile based on strain fields from DIC measurements and not
by the profile based on fibre angle information. This is due to the basic
assumption made in the calculation model based on fibre angles, specifically
that E is constant within the board. Thus, the comparison between the two
profiles shows, in this respect, a phenomenon that cannot be revealed in the
method suggested by Olsson et al. (2013).
When comparing the bending MOE profiles with respect to the occurrence of
weak sections due to knots and knot clusters along the board, the positions are
highly correlated due to the drops in the two curves appearing at about the
same x-positions. Regarding the level of the drops, some parts of the curves
agree very well whereas others do not. When comparing the weak sections
highlighted in Figure 34, i.e. segment 1 to segment 5, the reduction of
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bending MOE obtained for segments 4 and 5 at the right part of the board
agrees very well. The knot clusters in these segments are concentrated to a
narrow band in the x-direction and spread only in the y-direction. The knot
cluster in segments 1, 2 and 3 are more dispersed in the x-direction; for these
knot clusters the profile based on fibre angle information seems to greatly
underestimate the local reduction in the bending stiffness.
Why the same reduction in local stiffness is shown by the different profiles for
knot clusters concentrated to a narrow band in the x-direction, but not for
knot clusters dispersed in the x-direction should be sought in the basic
assumptions of the calculation model based on fibre angle information and
sectional stiffness integration. Figure 34 shows images of the surface examined
in the DIC measurement for two of the segments, i.e. segment 2 and segment
5, along with normal strain fields in the x- and y-directions and shear strain
fields in the xy-plane. The strain fields can be used to verify the validity of the
assumption of the beam theory on a local level for the two different patterns of
knot clusters, i.e. knots dispersed in the x-direction (segment 2) and knots
being concentrated to a narrow band in x-direction (segment 5). The EulerBernoulli beam theory assumes that the only type of strains present in the
beam (loaded in pure bending) are normal strains in the x-direction. However,
the image clearly shows that shear strains and normal strains in the y-direction
also occur in the material. The shear strains and normal strains in the ydirection are large within the knot cluster of segment 2, where the knots are
dispersed, but moderate within the knot cluster of segment 5. The constraints
applied by beam theory regarding deformations in the material, therefore, lead
to a substantial overestimation of the local stiffness in segments where knot
clusters are present, as in segment 2. However, for knot clusters such as in
segment 5, the applied beam theory implies no severe restrictions on
deformations compared to those actually present. Therefore, the local bending
stiffness calculated on the basis of detected fibre angles is, not surprisingly, in
good agreement with the local bending stiffness calculated on the basis of the
strains in the x-direction.
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Figure 34. The board surface image and the strain field in segment 2 and segment 5

The present research shows that a stable and reliable bending MOE profile
along a wood member can be provided using Method III (using the strain
information). Such an established profile can have a rather high spatial
resolution. At this point, returning to Method I (the dynamic method), the
established stiffness profile is used as input into a FE beam model to extract
the mode shape and further calculate the MSC. The resulting MSC is shown
in Figure 35 along with the stiffness profile employed in the beam model. The
MSC curve clearly indicates the weak sections along the board as amplitude
changes, coinciding with the stiffness changes in the profile. This confirms
that Method I works under ideal conditions.
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Figure 35. The modelling result using stiffness profile of B12 estimated based on the strain
information. a) The resulting MSC of the lowest edgewise bending mode. b) The input
stiffness profile of the beam model.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The present study aims to contribute knowledge of the local stiffness variation
within structural timber. The establishment of bending MOE profiles in high
spatial resolution are sought. The main findings of the present study are
summarized in the following:


The potential of using the mode shape to detect the weak sections due to
natural defects in wooden boards is investigated. The method works well
in ideal conditions, e.g. in FE simulation, though the method requires
such a high accuracy that it is nearly impossible to succeed in the
laboratory using sensors like accelerometers as described in Paper I.



A non-contact deformation measurement system using DIC technique,
such as ARAMIS, is a powerful tool for providing detailed 3D full-field
strain information of large areas, e.g. a whole wide face of a board in
regular commercial size. Such detailed strain fields for an entire piece of
timber are of great interest to calibrate and evaluate theoretical models for
wood material.



The aim of the study is to establish high resolution stiffness variation
within wood members. The study reveals a good potential to establish a
reliable bending MOE profile with the use of detailed strain information.
Moreover, the resolution of the MOE profile reaches 3 mm along the
main direction of the wood member. The MOE profile also reveals that
the MOE in clear wood may vary along the stem.



The MOE profile mentioned above was compared to an MOE profile
obtained using a method based on the local fibre angle information,
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suggested by Olsson et al. (2013). This study reveals some differences in
the amplitude of MOE for some knot clusters. For certain pattern of knot
clusters, i.e. knots in the cluster are concentrated to a narrow band in the
axial direction, the applied method can properly model the behaviour of
the board, whereas for knot clusters with knots that are dispersed in the
axial direction, the stiffness estimated on the basis of the local fibre angle
may be significantly higher than the stiffness estimated on the basis of
surface strain.


Overall, the foregoing two MOE profiles agree reasonably well. Thus, the
study supports that accurate bending MOE profiles can be established on
the basis of local fibre angle information in the way described.
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6 FUTURE WORK
This study shows that the utilisation of local fibre angle information
combined with sectional stiffness integration is a very efficient method in
establishing a reasonably accurate stiffness profile. Within the scope of this
thesis, only this method can be employed in sawmill production speed so far.
This method has the potential for improvement in several ways. The local
fibre orientation, detected through the laser scanning and the tracheid effect,
is currently assumed to always lie in a plane coinciding with each of the
surfaces of the wood member in question, i.e. the angle between the actual
wood fibre and a wood surface (the diving angle), is always zero, which of
course is not true. For example, Simonaho et al. (2004) showed that the
tracheid effect could also be used to determine the diving angle; therefore, the
3D fibre angle might be obtained. With improved local fibre angle
information, more accurate MOE profiles are expected. Paper II shows that
for a certain pattern of knot clusters, e.g. where knots are dispersed, the
method does not properly predict the local stiffness. Although the boards are
subjected to a constant bending moment, large shear deformations, or at least
other deformations than pure bending, may occur in the material due to the
local stiffness properties. Therefore, developing a model that considers the
true deformations more comprehensively would enable calculations of more
accurate MOE profiles. Lastly, the current method is based on the local fibre
angles from the surfaces of wood members. A 3D model might be developed,
e.g. by utilizing interpolation to consider the full 3D local fibre orientation
within the wood member.
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